Heart Exam

Tell
Show
Do

If Patient Cooperates
Thank or Praise
Choice of Break

You are Done!

Save And Use This During Future Exams

Pg. 2-5 Strategies Could Be Used For Any Exam Procedure With Uncooperation

Pg. 6 Strategies Could Be Used For Any Exam Procedure With Cooperation

Materials: https://tinyurl.com/uhcl-training-materials

Funding Disclaimer: https://bit.ly/fundingdisclaimer

Ear Exam

Tell About Procedure
Show Procedure
Do Procedure

If Patient Does Not Cooperate
Move to 2 Feet Away

Ear Exam

Show Again from 1 Foot
If Patient Cooperates
Thank or Praise
Incentive
Choice of Break
Prepare to Retry

IF Patient Does Not Cooperate
Go to Next Procedure